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By Aimee Zaring

The University Press of Kentucky, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. 2nd Revised
edition. Language: English . Brand New Book. Each year, the United States legally resettles tens of
thousands of refugees who have fled their homelands. Refugees, unlike economic migrants, are
forced to leave their countries of origin or are driven out by violence or persecution. As these
individuals and their families struggle to adapt to a new culture, the kitchen often becomes one of
the few places where they are able to return home. Preparing native cuisine is one way they can
find comfort in an unfamiliar land, retain their customs, reconnect with their past, and preserve a
sense of identity.In Flavors from Home, Aimee Zaring shares fascinating and moving stories of
courage, perseverance, and self-reinvention from Kentucky s resettled refugees. Each chapter
features a different person or family and includes carefully selected recipes. These traditional dishes
have nourished both body and soul for people like Huong CoCo Tran, who fled South Vietnam in
1975 when Communist troops invaded Saigon, or Kamala Pati Subedi, who was stripped of his
citizenship and forced out of Bhutan because of political and religious persecution.Whether shared
at farmers markets, restaurants, community festivals,...
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Complete guideline for pdf lovers. It is definitely basic but shocks within the 50 percent of your ebook. I am easily could get a pleasure of studying a created
publication.
-- Pr of . Elwyn B oehm  MD-- Pr of . Elwyn B oehm  MD

This book is great. it absolutely was writtern really perfectly and beneficial. You may like how the blogger compose this book.
-- Pink Ha ley-- Pink Ha ley
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